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Contact Missguided: Below you will find customer service Missguided.co.uk, including phone and email. In addition to contact details, the page also offers a brief overview of the company. Headquarters 75 Trafford Wharf Road, Manchester, United Kingdom, M17 1ES Customer Service Email: [email protected] (global)
Email: [email protected] (UK) Phone: nil ____ About Missguided Missguided is a British fashion retailer founded by Nitin Passi in 2009. Ecommerce also operates in the USA, France, Germany and Australia. Missguided designs and sells clothing and accessories aimed primarily at adolescents and young adults. The
platform boasts of adding 1000 brand new styles each week. There is a tag directory with a full list of tags. Popular on the list include Kappa, Mennace, Timberland, Umbro and Curvy Kate. To see the latest clothes and accessories, go to the New Entry section. The Sales section contains details of all the items that are
available on the bargain. Customers on the website can explore items by category such as tops, overalls, skirts, trousers, coats, jeans, knitwear, shorts, swimwear, overalls, lingerie, blazers and nightwear. Other categories include shoes, sandals, bags, sunglasses, belts and cosmetics. The wedding section has dresses
and shoes suitable for the occasion. Products on Missguided can be filtered by size, color and price. On each page of the product you will describe in detail along with high-quality images. Online purchases can be made using Visa, MasterCard, American Express and PayPal. UK consumers can opt for a standard or the
next day of delivery. You can even shop online and collect the same from the drawer. Standard delivery takes 3 to 5 business days. Note that returns must be made within 14 days of receipt. The refund takes 2-5 days to get to your account. For more information or questions about payment, refund, cancellation, delivery
or other persons, please contact Missguided Support. It is trusted by more than 6.1 million users and 95% of the S&amp;p 500. Company Email Format Index Better Business Bureau: I reviewed the company's response in connection with complaint ID #********, and found that my complaint had not been resolved
because: The company announced that it would send the package at no cost – as part of the resolution. They advised me that if the shipping company Skynet (which originally delivered me the wrong package) advised me to advise them (Aicha and her colleague) and ensure that she was charged back missguided. I
contacted them twice, more than 5 days to report that the service is charged and this should be charged back to them as they stated. Unfortunately, they continue to ignore my emails so they were not complying with the agreed solution to this problem. They continue to play games and lie to their customers, and this is
unacceptable. In order to allow the BBB to process answer, you need to answer the above question. Sincerely, ******* ******** Warehouse Operations Warehouse Operations Team are engineering business. It is our responsibility to ensure that all inventory is booked into the warehouse and made available for purchase
either on the website, in the store or through wholesale accounts within 24 hours of receipt. Grand Central is a 240,000 square foot warehouse with 5 floors and is managed through our partnership with XPO Logistics, who are very much part of the Missguided team. We process approximately 16 million units a year and
hold reserves of around 3.2 million units at once. We provide Missguided and Mennace services both domestically and internationally and ensure that we provide excellent service to all our customers. We work daily with many other departments, such as purchasing and merchandising, supply chain, product, IT, finance,
business and retail operations, to provide proactive support to their challenges. Carrier operations We are the ones who help provide our customers around the world... Behind the scenes, we manage relationships with more than fifteen carriers that help us serve our atmosphere around the world. To help with this, we
manage many technical processes and together it allows us to deliver a game-changing customer delivery offer. We have one of the largest individual budgets in the industry therefore its important that we watch the E.V.E.R.Y penny. Whether it's one package or one full truck 'bring it to !!! We are everywhere and there is
no doubt that innovation excites us. We're Missguided Distribution. Operational support Operational forecasting is where we start. Inbound and outbound volume forecasts are made daily, weekly, and quarterly and are shared with our warehouse operations team, carrier operations team, or customer service team. This
helps operational planning capabilities, including warehouse staffing/shifts, trucks for carrier operations, and activity levels for our customer service center. It's the beginning of an operational plan, and we always have a plan... In addition, we also take care of many projects focusing on logistics, supply chain and reporting.
We make sure that the rest of the operations team has all the data they need from different systems so that they can make informed decisions and support where we can to make sure that we lead the way to providing our customers with a leading offering in the market. Facilities, asset and risk management The
separation of equipment, property and risk management is focused on the efficient and efficient provision of business support services. Facility Management supports business and its assets, buildings, technical infrastructure, lighting, transportation, furniture, land and other specific functions for colleagues. Our two broad
areas of operation are commonly referred to as hard soft service. The first concerns a physically built environment with a focus on space and construction infrastructure. Later it applies to people and organization and is related to the psychology of work and physiology of work and basically ensures that we have a great
job in place. Our colleagues are at the heart of our approach, so whether it's a problem with the availability of meeting rooms, heating and lighting in the workspace or concerns or questions about health and safety or business continuity, to name just three. Customer service customer service varied and fast pace and
there to serve missguided customer. We are responsible for the customer experience at all customer service contact points (online and in the contact centre). We operate In-House and over 3 Outsource Partners Handling more than 3m incoming contacts per year. We support all markets, manage contacts with
customers in multiple languages (including French, German, Spanish and Polish). We operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and serve customers through Live Chat, Social Media and email We support all markets, managing customer contacts in multiple languages, including French, German, Spanish and Polish. We
operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and serve customers through Live Chat, Social Media and Email Resolver can help you send your complaints to Missguided. It's fast, easy and completely free. Contact Missguided now a completely free service recommended by Martin Lewis, founder of MoneySavingExpert.com.
Why MSE evaluates us. Solver is not associated with Missguided, is not associated with it or otherwise approved. We are a completely independent problem-solving tool that enables the establishment and resolution of consumer problems and simplifies complaints for all. The translator is free of charge. No ads, no
hidden costs. Just make a case and leave feedback after. Simple! We've helped millions of people find solutions. Start now and let's figure this out. There's no jargon in our rights manuals. Instead, they are full of information you need to sort things out. We will always be on hand with guidance and support to help you get
the results you are looking for. You can be sure that you are talking to the right person at the right time. We will automatically connect you to contacts with thousands of household names, ombudsmen and regulators to find solutions. Resolver is a completely free complaints tool that gives the British consumer direct
contact with customer service providers who can resolve their complaint. By providing you with all the tools and contact information needed to increase and manage your complaint, we give you firm control over your issue. Contact information If you're not sure how much a call will cost, contact your phone service
provider. Missguided Email Keep all correspondence in one place Go directly to contact point point Take advantage of a series of simple templates to help you increase your complaint as simple as possible and as quickly as possible Receive reminders when you receive a response from a company or organization Get an
automatic notification when it's appropriate to escalate your case to the next level of management within The Package Up and send your entire complaint history to the Ombudsman or other regulator if necessary Read more about it how to complain here Resolver is a completely free service that you can use to make an
effective complaint. We are working with industry leaders, regulators and the government to make your voice heard and improve customer service. However, if you would prefer to complain directly, you can use the above address to contact Missguided. Lift it for free with Translate To help others quickly sort their
problems or check out the latest updates on how resolver can help you? Then like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. With Resolver, you can send your case to key ombudsmen and regulators, including: Resolver is a member of The Resolver is frankly shady and has strange methods of manipulation. I made an
order consisting of two items. That night, around midnight, they sent an automated e-mail saying that one of the items was in stock and a refund had been issued. A few hours later, a second item was sent. Why didn't a real living person make it? Since it was all automated responses, if I wanted to get the same item in a
different size or color, I would have to pay off for shipping, again meet the minimum for Klarna (which is what I used the last order), and I hope this item was in stock instead of just changing the previous order before shipping. When I contacted customer support the next day, everyone had automatic replies again (I was a
live chat agent, I can see through the canned statement). They said they'd return my package if I remedied my order. I tried to explain that this was not enough, because the klarna minimum was more than the cost of the item and will require more money out of pocket to redo. However, the chat was disconnected. I
reached out to Facebook Messenger and their only response was that my previous order could not be credited or changed further. I watched asking for free shipping I was promised and never received another message. I'm out of almost $30 because I had to create a new order with paid postage. These automated
responses are useful for large volumes, but you lack a key element of customer service that is actually to resolve the issues and concerns that a customer may have, even if it requires a thoughtful response from a real representative. I would never recommend this company and actively advise someone to stay away.
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